
Homily Twenty-Nineth Sunday in Ordinary Time – 18th October 

The tense exchange between Jesus and the religious leaders and elders continues again in 

this week’s Gospel.  They try and trap Jesus with their question about taxes.  The question 

revolves around the payment of taxes, who should get it Caesar or someone else.   

Taxes are one of those things that caused problems in Jesus time just as they can be a very 

controversial thing in our world today.  Jesus was not trying to be political or clever or 

smart, he was making a simple yet profound point. What Jesus does in his answer is not only 

make an important point but at the same time expose the real weakness in his questioners.  

From the moment Jesus speaks to them he is very much aware of the trap the religious 

leaders are setting for him.   

The Herodians were in favour of paying taxes and the Pharisees opposed it.  These two 

groups of people approach Jesus and thinking they can outwit him ask him the question ‘Is it 

permissible to pay taxes to Caesar or not?’.  They want Jesus to take sides and that is not a 

good idea.  If Jesus’ answer sides him with the Pharisees, he makes himself an enemy of 

Rome, if he sides with the Herodians he is likely to offend popular Jewish religious 

sensibilities and law.  It looks like a no-win situation for Jesus. 

However, Jesus is not someone who can be tricked easily.  He asks for them to give him a 

Roman coin.  The coin is produced and although the scripture passage does not say who 

gave him the coin specifically it is generally accepted by scholar that it was a Herodian who 

handed him the coin.   The Pharisees seem very willing to accept this and therefore Jesus 

has exposed the Pharisees as hypocrites.  They oppose taxes but seem quite happy that a 

coin with Caesars head on it has been produced.  Cleverly Jesus takes his answer one step 

further by asking his questioners to look at the coin and tell them what they see.  They reply 

naturally that they see Caesars head to which Jesus response is well then logically the coin 

must belong to Caesar.  What follows then is a masterclass in philosophical teaching.  If the 

coin has Caesars head on it, it belongs to Caesar so therefore give to God what belongs to 

God.   

Jesus would have made a very good philosophy teacher.  His answer is simple, logical and 

makes an important point.  It is a lesson to us all, that we must keep all things in 

perspective.  Sometimes in life we get carried away, we try to outsmart someone with 

knowledge that we may or may not understand when really, we should be taking a deep 

breath and following the rules or guidelines.  Humans beings can be very materialistic, we 

cling onto things that we seem to think are so important when in actual fact we should be 

focusing on things that bring us true happiness, the Good News of Jesus Christ.  Material 

things pass, the love of God, the promises God makes us and shows us will never pass.  If we 

want certainty in life we need to look to God.   

If we take anything from our Gospel reading today may we ask for the acceptance to 

understand what God asks of us and may we recognise the need to hold onto his message.  

When we do that, we become less attached to worldly things and more attached to our 

loving God. 


